IDENTIFYING LANGUAGES WITHIN YOUR COMMUNITY
Asian American and Pacific Islander (AAPI) Older Adult Data

Go to www.factfinder.census.gov and click on ADVANCED SEARCH

Click TOPICS

Click PEOPLE

Click LANGUAGE

Click LANGUAGES SPOKEN AT HOME

Click RACE AND ETHNIC GROUPS

Type CODE -04 "ALL AVAILABLE DETAILED ASIAN RACES" [click add]

Type CODE -05 "ALL AVAILABLE DETAILED NATIVE HAWAIIAN AND OTHER PACIFIC ISLANDER RACES" [click add]

Click GEOGRAPHIES

Click NAME

Type in your GEOGRAPHY NAME (e.g. state, county, etc.)
Select your Geography [add]

Select table “AGE BY LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME BY ABILITY TO SPEAK ENGLISH FOR THE POPULATION 5 YEARS AND OVER” and click view.

View and analyze the disaggregated data on AAPI languages for the geographic region you specified.

⚠️ CAUTION! There are limitations to these data sets.

These data sets do not provide disaggregated information on older adults who identify with more than one AAPI race.

These data sets do not account for all AAPI races. It only includes the AAPI races that are available in the area you specified.

Use this data to enable your organization to be more culturally and linguistically responsive to your community’s AAPI older adults.

For examples of specific strategies, access resources available through the National Resource Center on AAPI Aging.

The National Asian Pacific Center on Aging
1511 Third Avenue | Suite 914 | Seattle, Washington 98101
www.napca.org

For questions, please contact: admin@napca.org